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Highly resourceful and results-driven Facilities Administrator II with solid 
analytical, logistics, administrative experience. A solutions-driven employee with 
refined communication and negotiation skills and a proficiency to facilitate change
through strategic planning and problem-solving. Demonstrated ability to utilize 
expertise to analyze and advise management on a wide range of program activity,
ensuring sustainable growth and supporting process improvement. 

2003 – PRESENT
FACILITIES ADMINISTRATOR II - ONITY, INC

 Providing administrative support by managing and routing all incoming 
switchboard calls, distribute company mail, which includes all in-coming and 
out-going mail, and coordinating company supply orders and distribution.

 Handling all relationships with a supplier to the company by negotiating prices 
that allow the companys costs to remain low while still getting a quality product 
and managing the document storage and retention policy.

 Conducting the price quotes from multiple suppliers, working alongside the 
budgeting department, and inspecting the quality of all supplies.

 Recording all received customer checks and post payments to customer 
accounts and deposits, working under the direction of the Accounts Receivable 
Manager.

 Issuing credit memos, RGA, and bad debt write-off, and responsible for 
generating financial reports for the premier.

 Assisting the Director of Human Resources with the development and 
reformatting of MS Powerpoint.

 Writing and distributing &quot;no offer&quot; letters to prospective employees, 
and conducting mail merge and distribution.

2001 – 2002
INVENTORY CONTROL SPECIALIST - THE SALVATION ARMY

 Promoted to inventory control specialist from senior administrative assistant 
after 6 months of employment with responsibilities to develop and distribute 
daily and monthly revenue reports.

 Developed a year-end report distributed to the major of the salvation army.
 Maintained all existing and incoming inventory of army uniforms.
 Responsible for quarterly inventory counts and reporting of results.
 Monitored and maintained current inventory levels; processed purchasing 

orders as required and tracked orders and investigated problems.
 Recorded purchases, maintained the database, performed a physical count of 

inventory, and reconciled actual stock.
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 Oversaw the management of the organizations copiers and printers and 
troubleshoot equipment as needed.

EDUCATION

Associate Of Arts in Business Administration - 2000 (Georgia Perimeter College - 
Atlanta, GA )

SKILLS

MS Office, Lotus Notes, MS Navision, WebTime, Oracle, SAP, AS 400 And CRM 
Maximizer, Peoplesoft
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